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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TS - It is not always easy being a financial planner. People are complicated. So is there money. Often, there is a lack of practical guidance available to help us handle these complicated presentations on a day-to-day basis.One dilemma – perhaps the over-riding dilemma - is ‘what should I do - or not do - to satisfy the best interests duty?’How do I manage my conflicts of interest?



Why Do Conflicts Exist?

Because They Work!!
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Presentation Notes
TS - Let’s start with a questionWhy do conflicts exist?To get paidTo get paid moreAll industries vertically integrate, why shouldn’t I?It enables me to provide advice when some clients can’t afford it.They are designed to distort advice and they are very good at it.Of all the scandals faced by our great industry over the last decade, at the heart of the poor advice practice has been a conflict of interest



The Result?

Best Interest Duty
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TS - It’s not asking for much. People just want advice they can trust.Regulators however felt compelled to take action. Their view has been, if the industry cant be trusted to do the right thing by people, they will force the issue.Was this the best way to achieve that outcome? It doesn't matter – the horse has bolted and the gate is shut. This is it and you need to get it right.



The Consequence?

•It’s personal
•$1,000,000
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TS - What if you don’t get it right?It’s personal – Because my employer said I had to do it, is no defence anymore – you are personally liable.The first best interest case has just been decided. The fine was $1million. And this case wasn’t the big end of town, this was not a bank being hit over the had with a warm lettuce leaf – this was a modestly sized AFSL.Google it to find out the details.



The Impediments

•Remuneration
•Blinkered Advice Model

•Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TS - Remuneration – easy to pick – comms, FSABlinkered Advice Model – When all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.3.	Culture – Organisations espouse one set of values, but reward another. Embedded culture is hard for client to pick, but you can see it’s shadow



BID is Deceptively Simple

"the provider must act in the best interests of the 
client in relation to the advice." 

Presenter
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TS - So, how do we satisfy BID



3 Key Words
• "RG 175.224: Consumers who seek financial advice expect that their 

adviser will act in their best interests and that, as a result, the advice 
provided will leave them in a better position.

RG 175.225: When assessing whether an advice provider 
• has complied with the best interests duty, we will consider 
whether a reasonable advice provider would believe 
that the client is likely to be in a better position if 
the client follows the advice."
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Presentation Notes
TS - This paragraph has three key words: “reasonable advice provider.” Your advice will be in a client’s best interests if a reasonable advice provider would agree that this is the case. The best way to know what a reasonable advice provider would think is to ask a lot of advice providers what they think. If a substantial number of advisers agree that a course of action is in a client’s best interests, then that course of action will likely meet the reasonable adviser test.That’s what we want to do today - ask you what you believe is in a client’s best interests. 



Session Outline
• Working groups of 10-12

• 4 Case Studies

• 10 minutes to identify what actions would meet Best Interest Duty and how they should 
be recorded

• 20 minutes to report back and compare to the Act

• Question – Can you meet the 7 Safe Harbour Steps with your current processes?
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LW - 



Case Study 1 – Industry Super
• Elizabeth, age 71, semi-retired nurse, comes to you and says she is ready to retire 

permanently.  She wants to have an income in retirement of $36,000 pa and is eligible 
for a part Age Pension of $16,000.  She has $350,000 in super in an industry super 
fund that does not have direct shares or binding nominations.  

• She is divorced, with two adult children and three grandchildren (all to one of her 
children).  The divorce was finalised over five years ago, but she still pays a jointly held 
private health insurance as this was the cheapest option for him. 

• Elizabeth is a Balanced investor with an interest in the share market, but
has never had the time or experience to dabble.  She wants her super to go to her 
children and grandchildren when she dies.

• You advise her to rollover her industry super to a wrap super 
account on your approved list to assist in meeting her goals.
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Case Study 2 – Gearing
• Jeremy Matthews is a 45 year old IT Consultant earning $200,000 pa.  He is married, 

has three children under the age of 12 (all in school) and his wife is a part-time teacher 
on $45,000 pa.

• They have paid out their home (valued at $760,000) and after discussing their budget 
and lifestyle goals, have surplus income of $60,000 pa.

• Their main concern now is building a portfolio of passive income and reducing Jeremy’s 
tax bill.  They have little to no experience in shares and their home is the only property 
they have ever owned.

• You recommend a gearing strategy using the equity in their home to 
purchase an investment property and a small portfolio of 
fully franked shares, along with a savings plan to build 
that further over time.
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Case Study 3 – Insurance
• Your client Leslie Canonbury is 42, divorced with no children and earning $130,000 pa 

plus super.  She put a financial plan in place with you when she started her new life and 
currently has Death, TPD, Trauma and IP in place through linked super and non-super 
accounts.

• You review this with her annually as part of your service offering and look to ensure she 
retains sufficient cover to meet her goals.

• As part of this review you advise that she changes her existing structure 
to a new product, although it is only two years since she took out the current 
portfolio.  
This involves writing a new policy and you receive a commission for this.
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Case Study 4 – Changing APL’s
• You have recently had a change of Licensee and find that the main platform you have 

used in the past is no longer on your APL.
• Your Business Development Manager has instructed you to write all new SoA’s to your 

clients, moving them to the Licensee’s own platform.
• As you consider your client base, you realise that for some of your clients, it is not in 

their best interest to move to the Licensee platform.
• Do you seek one-off approval to keep your existing platform for those clients 

affected?
• Do you consider other non APL platforms that may offer a better alternative?
• Do you approach your Licensee about adding other platforms to the APL?
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Summary
• Case Study 1
• Case Study 2
• Case Study 3
• Case Study 4

• Use of 7 Safe Harbour Steps
• Processes within your Practice and within your Licensee
• Your responsibilities, to your clients and to yourself

• Any questions?
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Case Study 1 – Industry Super
• You advise her to rollover her industry super to a wrap super 

account on your approved list to assist in meeting her goals.

• Have you clearly defined her goals?
• Are they SMART and documented?
• Have you done a comparison analysis with external research provider

of her existing fund and two alternatives to ensure that your 
recommendation adequately meets ALL her goals?

• Is that comparison documented in your file and the SoA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LW - Client’s goals, fact find, SoA RoP, Chant West and Zenith research (or equivalent)



Case Study 2 – Gearing
• You recommend a gearing strategy using the equity in their home to purchase an 

investment property and a small portfolio of fully franked shares, along with a 
savings plan to build that further over time.

• Do they need to gear?
• Have you done a Gap analysis and what other levers can they pull to fill 

the Gap?
• How well do you really know the client?
• Are your assumptions realistic?
• Risk profile, free cashflow, time frame?
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TS - Can the goals be achieved with less risk?Affordability analysisStrategy Comparison in XPLAN



Case Study 3 – Insurance
• As part of this review you advise that she changes her existing structure to a new 

product, although it is only two years since she took out the current portfolio.  
This involves writing a new policy and you receive a commission for this.

• What has changed?  Is it captured in the Fact Find and Filenoted?
• How do you explain your fees?  FDS?  FSG?  SoA?
• Insurance Policy documented?
• Have you demonstrated how the recommended change meets her 

changing needs at this time in her life in both your notes and the SoA?
• If you feel conflicted, consider changing your method to ensure BID.
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LW - When writing a new policy, Best Interest Duty is met when the total outcome meets the client’s needs first.  In this case, if the new structure is better suited to Leslie’s lifestyle, such as offering a discount for healthy living which is a new passion of hers, and she is not losing any benefits due to changes in her health, it could well be in her best interests.If as the adviser you offer to rebate the commission and instead charge a flat fee negotiated with the client, then that is another way of demonstrating that you are meeting her interests first.  Using Level Commissions or Rebating and charging flat fees from the first would clearly demonstrate this, but if you have previously charged a commission, you should consider charging Level only for any new policies to ensure you are not unwittingly caught out by the perception of “churning”.



Case Study 4 – Changing APL’s
• Do you seek one-off approval to keep your existing platform for those clients 

affected?
• Do you consider other non APL platforms that may offer a better alternative?
• Do you approach your Licensee about adding other platforms to the APL?

• What is they say no. Have you chosen the right AFSL?
• If there was no conflict, would you make the switch?
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Record Keeping

• Prove you have satisfied BID
• The reasons why advice is appropriate

• How conflicts have been managed
• Verbal discussions summarised 

by email (your file note)

Presenter
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Supporting Docs we use and are happy to share:LW – 7 Safe Harbour StepsLW – Process flow-chart from 1st appt to reviewLW – Fees table (RoP) LW – Total Fees table TS – Recommendation FilenoteTS – Spreadsheet (RoP)TS – Research ComparisonTS – File control ?



Questions?
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